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File Ref: SDE-32 

WORKFORCE (IMMIGRATION NEW ZEALAND) 

INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION CIRCULAR NO: 10/17 

To: All Workforce (Immigration) Managers Date: 26 November 2010 

All Workforce (Immigration) Staff 

MFAT Posts 

GRANTING FURTHER TRAVEL CONDITIONS ONSHORE  

FROM COMMENCEMENT OF THE IMMIGRATION ACT 2009 ON 29 

NOVEMBER 2010 

This IAC provides important information for all staff on the grant of travel conditions on 

temporary visas under the provisions of E3.21(c) Further travel conditions by onshore 

offices from 29 November 2010.  Please read this information and ensure that all staff 

members who may be affected are aware of what is required of them.   

Purpose 

1. The purpose of this Internal Administration Circular (IAC) is to clarify how the

provisions of E3.21(c) Further travel conditions in temporary entry immigration

instructions should be administered from 29 November 2010.

2. This IAC also provides guidelines on what action is to be taken when officers

choose not to grant multiple journey travel conditions under the provisions of

E3.21(c).

Background 

3. Immigration instructions at E3.21 Further travel conditions state:

a. The holder of a temporary entry class visa, intending to travel out of New Zealand

and return on the same visa conditions, must ensure that he or she holds valid

travel conditions to enable his or her return to New Zealand.

b. Applicants in New Zealand requiring further travel conditions must complete the

form Application for the Variation of Conditions or a Variation of Travel Conditions

(INZ 1020) and pay the appropriate fee.

c. Unless stated otherwise in specific instructions, an immigration officer must assess

whether travel conditions should be granted when an application for a visa with

further stay conditions is approved.
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4. This IAC relates to onshore offices only. For offshore offices, existing processes for 

deciding whether to grant single or multiple journey visas should continue post 29 

November 2010.  

 

Where Immigration Instructions provide for the grant of travel conditions 

5. Instructions for work visas (see W2.30.1 and W2.30.5), military visas (see M2.10), 

special visas (see H2), visitor visas (see V2.10, V2.15, and instructions for specific 

‘special categories’ such as V3.110 and V3.120) state that those types of visas may 

be granted with single or multiple journey travel conditions.  

 

6. Instructions for student visas (see U6.40) state that all student visas must allow 

multiple journeys. 

 

Action 

7. Applicants in New Zealand making an application for a visa for further stay under 

any of these categories should be granted multiple journey travel conditions as a 

matter of course.  

 

8. Despite the general rule in paragraph 7, where immigration officers identify a risk 

with an application and determine that restricting the applicant’s ability to travel is 

the most appropriate way to manage or minimize that risk, they may decide to 

grant single journey travel conditions or to refuse to grant travel conditions. 

Immigration officers should use their discretion to decide on the appropriate 

approach to deal with such cases, based on the individual circumstances of the 

applicant.  

 

9. Where an applicant applying onshore for a further visa specifically requests travel 

conditions and the immigration officer assessing the application considers refusing 

to grant travel conditions (or granting single journey when multiple journey was 

requested), the officer must PPI the applicant. The PPI letter must set out the 

officer’s concerns about the risks involved in the grant of travel conditions and seek 

comments. The officer must consider any submission made in response to the PPI 

before making a final decision to grant or refuse to grant travel conditions.  

 

10. Where an applicant has not made a specific request for travel conditions, 

immigration officers are not required to PPI the applicant if they decide to grant 

single journey travel conditions or refuse to grant travel conditions. 

 

11. There is no appeal from the decision to grant or refuse to grant travel conditions, 

but applicants may make a new application for travel conditions through an 

Application for Variation of Travel Conditions (see below). 

 

Where Immigration Instructions restrict or prohibit travel conditions 

Refugee and protection claimants 

12. Immigration instructions for refugee and protection claimants (see E8.10.25) state 

that they will not normally be granted travel conditions, because New Zealand’s 

obligations to refugee or protection claimants ceases when they leave New 

Zealand. Immigration Officers assessing applications under those instructions are 

not required to PPI applicants for not granting travel conditions.  
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13. Where a refugee or protection claimant specifically requests travel conditions their 

request should be considered on a case by case basis.  Claimants wishing to travel 

abroad should be advised that their claim or any subsequent claim or appeal will be 

treated as withdrawn when they leave New Zealand.   

 

Limited visas 

14. Limited visa instructions (see L2.25) specifically state that limited visas granted 

onshore should allow the applicant to stay in New Zealand, but should not generally 

include travel conditions. Limited visa applicants making an application for a visa 

for further stay should not be granted travel conditions, in line with immigration 

instructions. Immigration Officers assessing applications for limited visas are not 

required to PPI these applicants for not granting travel conditions, whether travel 

conditions were specifically requested or not. 

 

Applications for new or further travel conditions 

15. People holding a visa that does not allow further travel (either granted without 

travel conditions or with single journey travel conditions that have been used), who 

wish to travel out of New Zealand and return, may apply for a variation of travel 

conditions. Applications must be made on the form Application for a Variation of 

Conditions or Variation of Travel Conditions (INZ1020) and include the appropriate 

fee.  

 

16. Applicants for new or further travel conditions may be required to provide specific 

travel plans.  Immigration officers should pay specific attention to applicants who 

were granted a visa without travel conditions under the Immigration Act 2009, and 

the reasons why no travel conditions were granted with the initial visa.  

 

17. Note that applicants who are deemed to hold a visa without travel conditions 

because they were granted a permit prior to 29 November 2010 may later apply for 

a variation of conditions to enable them to travel.  Such applications should be 

considered in their own right, as any risks associated with also granting a visa 

enabling travel are unlikely to have been considered at the time the permit was 

granted.  

 

Notes 

18. Decisions to grant single or multiple entry travel conditions, or to refuse to grant 

travel conditions, are made under section 52 of the Immigration Act 2009 

Conditions on temporary entry class visas (other than those subject to restricted 

temporary entry instructions). Section 52 gives the Minister and immigration 

officers the power to impose conditions in addition to those specified in temporary 

entry instructions in relation to a visa of the class or type applied for, or to vary or 

waive conditions that would otherwise apply to a visa of that class or type.  

 

19. Despite the contents of paragraphs 5 to 11 above, work visas granted under 

immigration instructions WJ Crew of Foreign Chartered Foreign Vessels should be 

granted in line with current practice and consistently with the Code of Practice on 

Foreign Fishing Crew. Where existing practice requires that only single journey 

travel conditions be granted, that practice may continue without the need to PPI 

applicants, whether they specifically request travel conditions or not.   

 

 Alejandra Mercado 

 Operational Policy Manager 

 Service Design 




